The traditional Holmquist-Johnson-Cook (HJC) constitutive model does not consider the effect of crack resistance, reinforcement and toughening effect of high parameter steel fiber on original concrete. The causes of the analysis effect of the high parameter reinforced concrete is not obvious. To address this problem, a dynamic constitutive model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is built in this paper. Based on the static constitutive model built by static force, a dynamic constitutive model is built based on the similarity between static and dynamic stress-strain curve. On this basis, the yield surface equation, state equation, and damage evolution equation of HJC constitutive model are constructed. An improved HJC constitutive model for high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is obtained by introducing the modification of the steel fiber reinforced, toughened, and strain rate effects into the HJC constitutive model. Dynamic analysis of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is achieved by using the improved model. Experimental results show that the proposed model is effective in analyzing high parameter concrete and has strong applicability.
Introduction
High parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is a new type of multiphase composite material formed by adding large amounts of randomly distributed steel fibers into the normal concrete. Due to the existence of steel fiber can effectively impede the propagation and expansion of micro cracks in concrete, it can significantly improve the toughness, ductility, and impact resistance of the concrete matrix. The addition of a large amount of steel fiber has a certain effect on the complexity of the concrete [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete belongs to a very complex material. In order to verify the mechanical properties of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete under dynamic load [6] and to ensure the safety of engineering design, a series of experimental research work has been carried out by scholars both at home and abroad, and many achievements have been achieved. However, in the constitutive model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete, there is little research on dynamic constitutive model based on impact load. In this paper, the dynamic constitutive model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is constructed to achieve the numerical analysis of the dynamic response of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete structure [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Dynamic Constitutive Model Analysis of High Parameter Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete
At present, for the numerical simulation of dynamic problems of concrete materials, a more applied model is Holmquist-Johnson-Cook (HJC) model. The model is proposed based on the Johnson-Cook model. It is used to calculate the large deformation of concrete under high pressure
Dynamic Constitutive Model Built by Static Force
The dynamic constitutive model built by static force is based on static constitutive model and combined with the similarity between stress-strain curves of static and dynamic forces. The dynamic constitutive model built by static force does not consider the strain rate effect of concrete [13] , and the parameters selected are relatively few, which is more convenient in the fitting process. However, the consistency of this kind of constitutive model is slightly deficient. In this paper, the dynamic damage constitutive model is introduced.
For the static constitutive model, the Brooks damage constitutive model is used, as shown in Figure 1 . 
s E is the elastic modulus of initial section of concrete constitutive curve under static condition, 0 s ε is the static damage limit strain, that is, when the strain exceeds the limit, concrete begins to damage [14] 
su σ and su ε are peak stress and peak strain of concrete material under static state.
Based on the similarity of the stress-strain curves in the static and dynamic state of the concrete material, the concrete stress-strain curve under static state can be modified by the similar assumption The mathematical expression is given by:
E s is the elastic modulus of initial section of concrete constitutive curve under static condition, ε s0 is the static damage limit strain, that is, when the strain exceeds the limit, concrete begins to damage [14] , D s is the damage coefficient of concrete under static state. The damage coefficient is expressed as:
n and k are material constants, which satisfy
σ su and ε su are peak stress and peak strain of concrete material under static state. Based on the similarity of the stress-strain curves in the static and dynamic state of the concrete material, the concrete stress-strain curve under static state can be modified by the similar assumption that the damage evolution process is similar [15] . Then a dynamic damage constitutive model for high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is developed:
E d is the elastic modulus of initial stress-strain curve of concrete under dynamic condition, ε d0 is the dynamic damage limit strain [16] , D d is the damage coefficient of concrete under dynamic state.
According to the similarity, the relationship of dynamic D d and static D s can be obtained as:
K σ , K ε , and K E are the amplification coefficients of stress, strain, and elastic modulus at any point on the dynamic stress-strain curve of concrete [17] . The amplification coefficient is the ratio of stress (strain and elastic modulus) under dynamic state to the stress (strain and elastic modulus) of the corresponding point under static state.
Assume:
(1) The amplification coefficients of stress and strain of dynamic constitutive curve satisfy the linear relationship.
(2) The amplification coefficients of strain at any point on the dynamic constitutive curve are the same.
Combined with Equations (1) and (4), a and b can be obtained as:
Then the constitutive model with considering strain rate effect is given by:
Chen Jianyun et al. used the same method to propose the dynamic damage evolution law of concrete under dynamic load [18] . The theory is applied to the nonlinear dynamic response analysis of high arch dam, and an ideal finite element analysis result is obtained. It is proved that the application of concrete similarity theory is correct in some fields. Later, some scholars proposed their own theories by using this similar thought [19] . The complete stress-strain equation proposed by Yan Shaohua et al. is directly applied to dynamic situation.
m is material constant. In this paper, on the basis of static constitutive model built by static force, the HJC constitutive model is improved and the dynamic constitutive model of the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is constructed [20] to achieve the numerical analysis of the dynamic response of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete structure. 
Building of HJC Constitutive Model
The HJC model is an elastic-viscoelastic constitutive model containing isotropic damage. The Cauchy stress σ ij in response is divided into hydrostatic stress and deviator stress.
S ij is the stress deviator, p ij is the Kronecker symbol, p is the hydrostatic pressure in the unit, which is given by:
The equivalent stress is defined as:
HJC model includes: Yield surface equation, state equation, and damage evolution equation [21] .
(1) Yield surface equation
The yield surface equation of HJC model is given by:
σ * ≤ S max is dimensionless equivalent stress, p * is the dimensionless hydrostatic pressure,
S max is the maximum dimensionless strength of concrete material, f c is the compressive strength of material under quasistatic state, ε * is the dimensionless strain rate.
. ε is the equivalent effective strain rate, . ε 0 = 1/s is the reference strain rate, A is the cohesive coefficient, B is the pressure intensification coefficient, C is the strain rate sensitivity coefficient, N is the pressure intensification index, and D is the damage variable.
(2) State equation
The relationship between hydrostatic pressure and volume strain of concrete is described by the piecewise state equation in the HJC model [22] , as shown in Figure 2 . In the linear elastic stage (OA): In the plastic transition stage ( AB ), the cavity in concrete material is compressed to produce plastic deformation [23] . Under loading:
are maximum volume pressure and volume strain before unloading, l p and l μ are pressure and volume strain of concrete compaction. In this stage, the internal porosity of concrete is gradually eliminated, and the concrete structure is damaged and then begins to produce destructive cracks. In the complete chamber stage ( BC ), under loading:
, and 3 K are concrete material constants. Under unloading:
(3) Damage evolution equation In HJC model, the damage is described by the accumulation of equivalent plastic strain and plastic strain [24] . Damage evolution equation is given by: K is the volume modulus of concrete, p c and µ c are the pressure and volume strain of concrete during uniaxial compression test.
In the plastic transition stage (AB), the cavity in concrete material is compressed to produce plastic deformation [23] . Under loading:
p max and µ max are maximum volume pressure and volume strain before unloading, p l and µ l are pressure and volume strain of concrete compaction. In this stage, the internal porosity of concrete is gradually eliminated, and the concrete structure is damaged and then begins to produce destructive cracks. In the complete chamber stage (BC), under loading:
K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are concrete material constants. Under unloading:
(3) Damage evolution equation
In HJC model, the damage is described by the accumulation of equivalent plastic strain and plastic strain [24] . Damage evolution equation is given by:
∆ε p and ∆µ p are the increments of equivalent plastic strain and plastic volume strain, ε f p and µ f p are equivalent plastic strain and plastic volumetric strain of concrete under normal pressure,
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Modified HJC Constitutive Model for High Parameter Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete
HJC constitutive model is a dynamic constitutive model applicable to concrete with strain rate effect. For high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete, it has obvious enhancement and toughening effect [25] . Therefore, a modified HJC model is proposed for high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete, which can reflect the effect of steel fiber on strengthening and toughening of concrete.
(1) Influence of steel fiber on strength As the equivalent stress and pressure in the modified HJC model are normalized, that is, the ratio of the actual equivalent stress and the static water pressure to the compressive strength f c under the quasistatic state, the reasonable value of the value of f c has an important influence on the correctness of the constitutive model. According to the previous analysis [26] , the quasistatic compressive strength of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete varies with the characteristic parameters of steel fibers. Therefore, the parameter f c in the constitutive model should reflect the characteristic parameters of steel fiber. Introduce the steel fiber intensification factor K f : (27) f c0 is the quasistatic compressive strength of plain concrete with 0% steel fiber content. For the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete, the relationship between K f and the feature parameters of the steel fiber is obtained from the compressive strength gain equation of the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete [27] . The gain equation is substituted into Equation (27) , it can be obtained that
(2) Influence of steel fiber on strain rate effect In HJC model, the effect of strain rate on strength is expressed as:
the value of strain rate coefficient C is generally less than 0.01, which has low impact on strength and even can be negligible [28] . In this paper, the dynamic intensification factor (DIF) is used as the influence of strain rate on the strength, which is given by:
The parameters a and b are related to the parameters of the matrix strength and the parameters of the steel fiber (3) Influence of steel fiber on damage After the micro cracks appear in the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete specimens, the strain release is first used for fiber debonding [29] instead of supporting the continuous expansion of cracks. Therefore, it has delayed the fracture process and played a toughening effect. This process is actually the evolution process of internal damage of concrete. Due to the existence of steel fiber, the damage of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete will inevitably decrease compared with plain concrete [30] . Therefore, the relationship between damage factor D and feature parameters of Symmetry 2019, 11, 377 7 of 14 steel fibers must be established. A large number of experimental researches on concrete and other internal brittle materials show that the internal concrete is not uniform. In which a microelement is taken, its strength obeys a specific statistical law. The intensity of an arbitrary microelement obeys a specific statistical law. Weibull probability distribution is a statistical model which is often adopted. In this paper, assume that the strength of an arbitrary microelement in high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is subject to Weibull distribution, which is given by:
ω is the scale parameter, m is the parameter of distribution of defect in material, ε is the strain. The damage variable D is a measure of the damage degree of the material. The damage intensity is related to the defects contained in each microelement. These defects directly affect the strength of microelements. Therefore, the relationship between the probability density of microelement damages of damage variable D is given by
Substitute Equation (31) into Equation (32) and integral,
The parameters ω and m is fitted, as show in Table 1 . The regression analysis of the relationship between the parameters ω and m and the feature parameters of steel fibers is carried out respectively. Then
If the value of the parameter ω is fixed, the larger the parameter m, the larger the damage variable D. There is a linear decreasing relationship between the parameter m and the feature parameter of steel fiber. The results show that the parameter m reflects the brittleness of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete (contrary to toughness, the greater the toughness, the smaller the brittleness). From the above analysis, it is known that with the increase of steel fiber content, the toughness of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete increases, and the damage degree caused by the same strain is smaller.
(4) Modified HJC model for high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete
The modification of the reinforcement, toughening, and strain rate effect of the steel fiber is introduced into the HJC constitutive model, and a modified HJC constitutive model for high parameter steel fiber concrete is obtained. The yield surface equation is given by:
The steel fiber intensification factor K f reflects the intensification effect of steel fiber on concrete. The dynamic intensification factor (the last item in Equation (35)) reflects that the addition of steel fiber weakens the strain rate effect of the matrix concrete. The damage variable D and its evolution equation are defined by Equation (33), which reflects the reduction of the damage degree of the high parameter steel fiber concrete due to the toughening of the steel fiber to the concrete. The state equation still adopts the expression in the HJC model. Through the modified HJC model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete, the dynamic response of high parameter rigid fiber reinforced concrete is accurately analyzed.
Experimental Analysis
In order to verify the validity of the proposed model, the proposed model is embedded in the finite element calculation for analysis of the dynamic constitutive model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete. The impact compression experiment of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete takes only a few seconds. Only by correlation, the stress-strain change of the specimen can be clearly analyzed during the transient process. Impact analysis of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is obtained with finite element software LS-DYNA. SHPB experimental model for high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is built. The theoretical basis of this technique is one-dimensional stress wave theory. The stress-strain relationship of specimen material is derived by measuring the strain on the compression bar. The range of strain rate involved in the SHPB test exactly includes the strain rate at which the flow stress changes with the strain rate. The incident waveform is easy to control and changes the impact velocity and shape of the bullet, which can adjust the incident pulse waveform and thus the waveform acting on the sample. The stress-strain data is extracted and the constitutive curve is drawn out, and then compared with the experimental constitutive curves, so as to verify the correctness of the proposed model. It provides another effective numerical simulation method for the stress of the material in the future. In order to apply the proposed model to the finite element calculation, the second development of the large nonlinear finite element ABAQUS software developed by HKS Company of the United States is implemented to realize the analysis of the proposed model.
The HJC model is a kind of constitutive structure which considers the strain rate effect, damage evolution effect, confining pressure effect and crushing and compaction effect, the HJC model is improved. The influence of hydrostatic pressure and strain rate on the yield strength of concrete is corrected, and the FIF coefficient is introduced into the yield surface equation of HJC model to reflect the influence of steel fiber content on the strength of concrete, so that the HJC model is suitable for steel fiber reinforced concrete. ANN model has obvious advantages in dealing with fuzzy data, random data and nonlinear data. It is especially suitable for systems with large scale, complex structure and unclear information.
Constitutive Model Unit Test
An 8-node solid element with the side length of 1cm is built in ABAQUS/CAE, as shown in Figure 3 . The equal and reverse dynamic load is applied on two symmetrical surfaces, as shown Figure 4 .
Since ABAQUS/Explicit has no HJC constitutive model, the test of the proposed model uses another explicit dynamic analysis software LS-dyna. The proposed model is implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit. The same model is built in LS-dyna and calculated by HJC structure model. In order to facilitate comparison, the proposed model is reduced to HJC model of plain concrete.
The stress-strain curves are plotted with the obtained stress-time curve and strain-time curve, as shown in Figure 5 . Since ABAQUS/Explicit has no HJC constitutive model, the test of the proposed model uses another explicit dynamic analysis software LS-dyna. The proposed model is implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit. The same model is built in LS-dyna and calculated by HJC structure model. In order to facilitate comparison, the proposed model is reduced to HJC model of plain concrete.
The stress-strain curves are plotted with the obtained stress-time curve and strain-time curve, as shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , it can be seen that, with the increase of strain value, the stress value increases linearly in elastic area. After the elastic limit, the stress-strain relationship is transformed into a curve, and a descending segment appears after the peak value. After analyzing the data, it is found that the decrease of the stress value is due to the accumulation of plastic deformation and the occurrence of damage, so that secant modulus decreases. This stress-strain curve shows that the proposed model can simulate the mechanical behavior of concrete under compression.
The unit shown in Figure 3 is calculated with the proposed model after standard training. The load curve is shown in Figure 4 . The matrix strength of the material is 100 MPa and the content of steel fiber is 6%. The input parameters are f c0 = 105 Mpa, V f = 6%, and
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 6 . The curve 1 is the curve obtained by eliminating the time variable from the stress-time curve and the strain-time curve of the element. The curve 2 is obtained with the input of the historical information of stress, strain, and strain rate of the element. From Figure 6 , it can be seen that the two curves are closer, which shows that the proposed model is feasible and effective in the finite element calculation process.
From Figure 5 , it can be seen that, with the increase of strain value, the stress value increases linearly in elastic area. After the elastic limit, the stress-strain relationship is transformed into a curve, and a descending segment appears after the peak value. After analyzing the data, it is found that the decrease of the stress value is due to the accumulation of plastic deformation and the occurrence of damage, so that secant modulus decreases. This stress-strain curve shows that the proposed model can simulate the mechanical behavior of concrete under compression.
The unit shown in Figure 3 is calculated with the proposed model after standard training. The load curve is shown in Figure 4 . The matrix strength of the material is 100 MPa and the content of steel fiber is 6%. The input parameters are
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 6 . The curve 1 is the curve obtained by eliminating the time variable from the stress-time curve and the strain-time curve of the element. The curve 2 is obtained with the input of the historical information of stress, strain, and strain rate of the element. From Figure 6 , it can be seen that the two curves are closer, which shows that the proposed model is feasible and effective in the finite element calculation process. 
Response of Simple-Supported Beam Under Impact Load
The high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete simply-supported beam under impact load is calculated to verify the validity of the proposed model and the corresponding finite element method.
The section size of the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete simply-supported beam is 50*50 cm and the span is 4 m. The compressive strength of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is 
The section size of the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete simply-supported beam is 50*50 cm and the span is 4 m. The compressive strength of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is f c = 28.8 Mpa and the tensile strength is f t = 3. Load time curve Figure 9 shows the variation of point deflection in plain concrete simply-supported beam with time. The calculation results of the two proposed models and the ANN model are quite close. In order to investigate the effect of the change of steel fiber on the dynamic response of simply supported beam, the maximum mid-span deflection of steel beams with 0%, 1% and 2% steel fibers was calculated respectively. The results are shown in Table 2 . Figure 9 shows the variation of point deflection in plain concrete simply-supported beam with time. The calculation results of the two proposed models and the ANN model are quite close. In order to investigate the effect of the change of steel fiber on the dynamic response of simply supported beam, the maximum mid-span deflection of steel beams with 0%, 1% and 2% steel fibers was calculated respectively. The results are shown in Table 2 . Figure 9 shows the variation of point deflection in plain concrete simply-supported beam with time. The calculation results of the two proposed models and the ANN model are quite close. In order to investigate the effect of the change of steel fiber on the dynamic response of simply supported beam, the maximum mid-span deflection of steel beams with 0%, 1% and 2% steel fibers was calculated respectively. The results are shown in Table 2 . s μ Figure 9 . Middle span deflection of plain concrete simple supported beam Figure 9 . Middle span deflection of plain concrete simple supported beam. From Table 2 , it can be seen that, using the proposed model to calculate plain concrete, it is consistent with the result calculated with HJC model. No matter the high parameter steel fiber concrete adopts the proposed model or the ANN constitutive model, the mid-span deflection decreases when the steel fiber content is increased. It shows the reinforcement effect of steel fiber on concrete. Therefore, the proposed model is reasonable and feasible.
Numerical Simulation of SHPB Test Process
The SHPB test process of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete specimens is simulated by using the proposed model, HJC constitutive model, and ANN constitutive model, respectively. The length of the incident bar and the transmission bar of the model SHPB with the size of Φ 100 mm is 4.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively. The sections of the impact bar and pressure bar are the cylinders with the same material and the length is 0.5 m. The diameter of the specimen is 98 mm, and the length is 50 mm. With the consideration of the symmetry, part of the specimen is modeled. The normal displacement constraint is applied to the nodes of the symmetric plane. The three-dimensional 8-node hexahedral element is used to divide the grid. The mesh of each contact surface is refined, as shown in Figure 10 .
concrete adopts the proposed model or the ANN constitutive model, the mid-span deflection decreases when the steel fiber content is increased. It shows the reinforcement effect of steel fiber on concrete. Therefore, the proposed model is reasonable and feasible.
The SHPB test process of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete specimens is simulated by using the proposed model, HJC constitutive model, and ANN constitutive model, respectively. The length of the incident bar and the transmission bar of the model SHPB with the size of Φ 100 mm is 4.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively. The sections of the impact bar and pressure bar are the cylinders with the same material and the length is 0.5 m. The diameter of the specimen is 98 mm, and the length is 50 mm. With the consideration of the symmetry, part of the specimen is modeled. The normal displacement constraint is applied to the nodes of the symmetric plane. The three-dimensional 8-node hexahedral element is used to divide the grid. The mesh of each contact surface is refined, as shown in Figure 10 . . The strength grade of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete specimen is CF100, the steel fiber content is 4%, and the ratio of length to diameter of steel fiber is 50. The stress-strain relationship of the specimen material is derived by measuring the strain on the compression bar. The element strain in the same position with the strain gauge in the finite element model is selected and the stress-strain relation of the specimen is reconstructed, which is compared with the waveform recorded by the strain gauge, as shown in Figure. 11. Waveguide rod material is 45# steel. Linear elastic model is used. The density is ρ = 7850 kg/m 3 , the elastic modulus is E = 210 Gpa, and the Poisson ratio is v = 0.3. The strength grade of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete specimen is CF100, the steel fiber content is 4%, and the ratio of length to diameter of steel fiber is 50.
The stress-strain relationship of the specimen material is derived by measuring the strain on the compression bar. The element strain in the same position with the strain gauge in the finite element model is selected and the stress-strain relation of the specimen is reconstructed, which is compared with the waveform recorded by the strain gauge, as shown in Figure 11 . The peak stress of the 4 curves in Figure 11 is not very different. However, the peak strain corresponding to the peak stress is different. This is because the proposed model takes into account the resistance of steel fiber and makes the initial crack strain of high parameter steel fiber concrete increase, so the peak strain should also be increased.
The calculation results of the ANN model are close to the experimental results, in the descending section of the stress-strain relationship, the calculation results of ANN model are close to the test results. The proposed model is close to the ANN model, and the difference between HJC model is larger. The results show that the ANN model contains the strain rate history of the loading path in the training network, and the coverage information is more abundant, so that it can get closer to the test results. It can be seen that the fitting degree between the model and the ANN model is higher, so the proposed model is closer to the experimental results. The proposed model is reasonable and has strong application.
Conclusions
The dynamic constitutive model of high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete is built in this paper. The crack resistance, reinforcement, and toughening effect of high parameter steel fiber on matrix concrete are considered. Based on the calculation results of the high parameter steel fiber reinforced concrete simply-supported beam under impact load, the influence of the change of steel fiber on the dynamic response of simply-supported beam is analyzed. The results show that when the steel fiber content increases, the mid-span deflection decreases. It reflects the reinforcing effect of steel fiber on concrete, and the actual application effect is better.
